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Housing Numbers:
The Longer-Term Dangers for our City
On 15th March over 100 gathered in the Assembly Room for our Open General Meeting focused on housing. Chairman Tony Dignum introduced the topic followed by the District Council’s Head of Environmental Policy Services,
Keith Morgan, and Andrew Finnamore, a developer and Director of Amberley House.

Tony Dignum referred
to the massive scale of
present and proposed
housing development
as one of the five major
threats facing the City.
He reminded us that
while the Government
has set the numbers of
houses it requires for
Chichester District up
to 2016, it is now the
District Council’s job
to determine their
location.

over 200,000 extra
households a year,
nearly three quarters
due to more singleperson households.

Having taken structural
planning away from the
counties, the Government now proposes that
district councils should
respond far more
swiftly to market pressures. These pressures
are for housing for sale,
whereas affordable
The Longer-Term
How many more of these?
housing for rent or partConcerns
ownership is barely
mentioned. There is no recognition of the environLooking beyond 2016 for a further ten years to
mental issues: which are not merely the loss of
2026, the annual figures required could be even
countryside but also the increased pressures on
higher, because although the South East Regional
water supplies, roads, hospitals and schools.
Assembly (SEERA) has proposed continuing
expansion at a similar rate, the Government has
stated we need more for two main reasons.
Firstly, the Government has a new doctrine: it says
high house prices mean housing is scarce so we
should allow more building. The Government now
plans to take the brakes off development in the
South-East, responding faster to market pressures,
especially in areas of alleged high demand.
Secondly, the Government forecasts that the
number of households in England will rise by
nearly a quarter from 2003 to 2026 . That means

Making Better Use of Existing Homes
Surely we should consider alternative ways of
meeting the need to cater for an increasing number
of households. Measures could include
improvement grants for the conversion of houses to
flats, much heavier taxation of second homes,
especially underused ones, and offering interestfree loans to the elderly to meet the costs of
moving to a smaller home.
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Housing Needs and Numbers:
The District Council’s View
Keith Morgan gave the District Council’s rationale within the context of the
Local Development Framework
(LDF) now in preparation. He said the
average house price in the District was
now over £270,000 while the average
income was £21,000. Many people who
would like to live independently could
not afford to rent or buy.

to Government this May and would be
examined in public by a Government
Inspector in November or December this
year with adoption next year in
September.

The Delivering Development Opportunities (DDO) documents deal with
site-specific issues and where we could
locate future development. The DDO has been split
Housing Need
into two documents. One will cover the ‘South of the
The CDC estimates the need for affordable homes to District’ and the other the ‘Downs and North of the
District’. The issues include whether brownfield sites
be 780 per year but it can provide only 150 new
should be used solely for housing or not; which sites
affordable homes with a further 150 becoming
are preferred; whether there are local constraints on
available for re-letting.
development; and what infrastructure improvements
SEERA requirements
might be needed. Keith Morgan said this would be an
opportunity to express views before individual sites
SEERA has proposed 305 dwellings per year in
Chichester and the District’s coastal belt and 125 per are considered. A questionnaire is being provided.
year in the Downland and north of the District: 430 a The resulting Preferred Options for Development
paper would be published in January 2007, identiyear in total. The Council needed to determine how
fying individual sites.
to meet this requirement. Brownfield sites could
meet some of the demand. The Barracks and
Two Specific Areas
Graylingwell might provide 1,000 homes. Areas to
Because of the urgency to move ahead as quickly as
the south-west, west and east of the City could
possible, two specific areas are being considered in
provide greenfield sites but only after the A27
more
detail by the CDC ahead of the rest : namely
improvements had been completed (in 2012 or later).
To conserve space, densities would be 40 per hectare North East Chichester, including the Barracks and
Graylingwell, and the Southern Gateway including
(or 16 per acre) and there would be a cap on
the bus station and bus garage.
4-bedroomed homes to allow more smaller homes.
In reply to questions, Keith Morgan indicated that car
40% would be affordable.
use would be discouraged and some new developLDF Timetable
ments would have no parking provision.
These proposals were submitted as a Core Strategy

Housing Numbers:
The Longer-Term Dangers

then more housing should go to nearby large villages
and to small towns north of the Downs. The extra
homes should not simply be tacked on to the edges
of the city.

(Continued from page 1)

Enough is Enough
The Society considers Chichester is already a large
market town and its present size is the maximum
that it should be. Any bigger and its essential
qualities will be threatened. Everyone agrees that we
should accord priority to brownfield sites but we
believe that if greenfield sites have to be selected,
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Will the Government Over-rule the CDC?
While we welcomed the District Council’s efforts to
contain the number of homes required on greenfield
land, there remains the real danger of the Government over-ruling the Council’s submission in its
Local Development Framework.
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Housing Needs and Numbers:The Developer’s View
Andrew Finnamore said that, living and working
remaining sensitive to changing demand. Developers
locally, he felt passionately about property
bid and tender against each other. This competitiveand Chichester in particuness and need for profit
lar. Developers, he exleads to efficiency. The
plained, take the ultimate
needs of young and old
risk; they employ contrachave to be balanced, for
tors to complete developinstance whether to keep a
ments already secured by
park or build new homes.
the planning process.
Affordability needs to be
Developers have a conweighed against high land
cept of value; with their
values. The government
expertise they try to sedemands more but smaller
cure a profit through imunits. The CDC identifies
proving land value which
400-500 units a year and
means changing the use or
this will continue.
Not
so
many
of
these
big
executive
homes
,
says
the
CDC
the density of use. The
Infrastructure problems
value of land is typically
must be tackled and developers must win hearts and
35-45% of the value of the completed buildings put minds. They can do this: by the quality of materials
on it.
and design; by preserving open space; by special
Developers have to follow Government and
local authority guidelines but look for value, new
concepts and opportunities to exploit, while always

features; and by presenting quality, attractive homes.

Local Development
Framework:
Have Your Say!
Chichester District Council's public
consultation on the Local Development Framework for the District is
well under way. In this issue we
discuss the two draft Development
Briefs for NE Chichester and for
the Southern Gateway, and the
Executive Committee will also be
making a response on the
suggestion that major housing
developments might in due course
take place immediately to the west,
south west, east or north east of the
city's current urban boundary.
Members are strongly recommended to respond to this consultation, by 16 June 2006. The
documents and response forms can
be obtained via the CDC website
www.chichester.gov.uk by phoning
the Policy and Projects team on
01243 534571 or by visiting
Planning reception at East
Pallant House.
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Demonstrations of rural crafts and trades.
Winkhurst Tudor Kitchen. Daily tours of the
Gridshell building at 1.30pm.

— EVENTS —
June 18th - FATHERS’ DAY
A chance for dad (and the rest of the family!) to have
a go at some unusual traditional countryside
activities.
July 2nd - EARLY MUSIC AFTERNOON
From 2pm, song and dance from medieval, Tudor and
Stuart times in the wonderful setting of our historic
buildings. Come just to listen or to join in the dancing!
July 23rd - RARE AND TRADITIONAL BREEDS
SHOW
Over 500 cattle, sheep, pigs, goats and poultry take
part in this delightful show for rare
and traditional breeds of farm animals
Open 10.30am to 6pm
Adults £7.95 • Over 60s £6.95 • Children £4.25
Family Tickets (2 adults & up to 3 children) £21.95
Children under 5 free

Have a look at our new
website
Chichestersociety.org.uk
and see previous newsletters (back
to September 2002) in colour!
More details in our next issue,

Books
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North-East Chichester:
The District Council’s Development Brief
The Society has long been concerned about the future for The Council’s Vision
the two largest development sites in the City:
The Council’s vision for North East Chichester, as deGraylingwell and the Roussillon Barracks (see Spring
scribed in the consultation document and reviewed in the
1996 newsletter article ‘Whatever happened to GrayChichester Observer on 13 April, proposes land allocalingwell?’ and in September 2005 ‘What future for the
tions for new homes at
Roussillon BarGraylingwell and the
racks?’) Now, at long
Barracks. The housing
last, both sites are
would be accompanied
about to be made
by community
available for developfacilities including
ment. It is to the Dislocal shops and
trict Council’s credit
community buildings,
that they have
with possibly some
prepared a draft
small business units,
development brief for
and with retailing and
North East
business uses on
Chichester, which
vacant land at the eastincludes surplus land
ern end of Barnfield
at Barnfield Drive and
Drive.
north of St Richard’s
Hospital as well as the
A new Eastern Link
Graylingwell Core
two major sites. The
Road has just been
public consultation runs until 16 June. The Executive built, to give a direct access from the A27 at WesthampCommittee will be responding and hopes that many
nett to serve the Graylingwell development. It will also
individual members of the Society will make their
provide additional access to St Richard’s Hospital and
own views known as well. North East Chichester is a
the University of Chichester, thus relieving pressure on
substantial quarter of the City within the current
Spitalfield Lane and Northgate. Traffic calming measdevelopment limits as shown
ures will be applied to the
on the District Local Plan
internal road network for the
adopted in 1999. However, at
Graylingwell developments
present it has a confusing and
to ensure that through traffic
unrelated jumble of uses and
is not encouraged to ‘rat-run’
is mostly inaccessible to and
through the area from Sumunknown by the general pubmersdale to Westhampnett.
lic. Change will definitely
The Roussillon Barracks dehave to take place as the NHS
velopment will be mainly
and Army vacate their large
accessed from Broyle Road
landholdings. Thus the area
as at present. But dependas a whole represents a treence on the private car will
mendous opportunity for
be lessened by facilities to
imaginative new housing deencourage walking and
velopment. This development
cycling, the provision of
would make a major contripublic transport, and a car
bution to the City as a whole
club for residents.
and reduce the need for new
The Green Areas
housing to encroach onto the
Graylingwell
Water
Tower
and
Core
The development brief idengreen fields surrounding the
city. But the development principles must first be set out tifies three green areas which must be retained as public
and agreed. These should include, in particular, the pres- open spaces for use by the community as a whole. Two
are within Graylingwell. One is an attractive open space
ervation of green spaces, mature trees, and buildings of
character, and the linking of the development areas with known as Havenstoke Park. This is enclosed by the two
tree-lined driveways to Graylingwell from Summersdale
surrounding parts of the city, by footpaths and cycle
(Continued on page 5)
ways, and the avoidance of ‘gated’ communities.
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point that the Barracks form a gap in the otherwise conRoad and crossed by part of the Chichester Dyke ancient tinuous green corridors from Summersdale to the city
earthwork; the other is a playing field to the south. The
centre, both along Lavant Road/Broyle Road, and Sumthird is a large open space within Roussillon Barracks
mersdale Road/College Lane. Selective removal of less
known as The Green, again lined by mature trees.
important sections of the Barracks walls, and provision
of new tree planting in their place, would link the leafy
Key Buildings
district of Summersdale
A historic landscape
with Oaklands Park and
assessment by English
the almost rural College
Heritage is currently unLane, as well as helping
der way for Graylingwell.
to prevent the Barracks
The District Council reremaining an introverted
quires buildings of merit,
enclave as of necessity it
including the Water
has been up to now.
Tower, the Grade II listed
Housing
Graylingwell farmhouse,
and the remains of the
The brief specifies a
‘Grayling Well’, to be
range of housing sizes,
restored and put to
predominantly 1,2, and 3
suitable uses. For the
bedroom dwellings, a
Barracks, the brief
minimum of 40% affordidentifies buildings of
able housing with a mix
significance which should
of tenures, and layouts
be retained, including the
adopting the “Secured by
Keep at the Broyle Road
design” approach, adoptentrance and the best secing other crime preventions of the brick and flint
tion measures rather than
boundary walls. English
gated enclaves. PedesHeritage has decided,
trian and cycle routes are
The Keep
again, that none of the
also discussed. New
buildings or structures at the barracks merit adding to the routes are identified, running north/south through both
Statutory List. There is always a risk, however slight,
the Barracks and Graylingwell, to link Summersdale
that a landowner or developer might speedily demolish
with Oaklands Park, and running east/west to link both
buildings or structures not
new development sites with
on the Statutory List, perareas further afield. The
haps over a bank holiday
latter route will link to
weekend! This is less of a
Centurion Way and East
risk for Graylingwell as the
Broyle in the west, and to
whole site is within the
the open countryside to the
Graylingwell Conservation
east of Graylingwell. With
Area, so preventing demoa small amount of work
lition of any building or
Stocks Lane, the existing
structure without Conserbridleway from Westhampvation Area planning connett to East Lavant, could
sent. There is no conservabe converted into a cycle
tion area for the Barracks
path and a short connection
although the Society conto Graylingwell provided.
siders that the northern porThere would then be a cytion of the site should be
cle route from the east side
designated as one.
of Chichester all the way to
The Green, Roussillon Barracks
the Trundle via Chalkpit
Design Principles
Lane, to rival Centurion Way on the west side of the
A most welcome section in the Development Brief is
city.
that on Design Principles, to help integrate the new
development with the wider City. These stated principles It is anticipated that around 1,000 new dwellings can
be provided within Roussillon Barracks and Grayinclude “maximising the potential of the open spaces,
lingwell and surplus land at St Richard’s, making a mapermitting sustainable patterns of movement (walking,
jor contribution to the City’s housing needs and reducing
cycling, public transport), conserving and complementthe
need for greenfield development. Hopefully the
ing the built environment, and creating a unique sense of
(Continued on page 6)
place.” Linking of landscaping is discussed, making the

(Continued from page 4)
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(Continued from page 5)

existence of these new development opportunities will also enable
the District Council to resist the
pressure for demolition of good
quality houses in Summersdale and
the further erosion of its elysian
character.
This is a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity to create an
imaginative new quarter for the
City.
It is fortuitous that both major sites
have become available at the same
time, and that the District Council
has engaged qualified staff and
consultants in order to carry out
this major exercise. It is now up to
the community, and in particular
the Chichester Society, to make
its views known by June 16th
and to engage in the development process as it continues in
the years ahead.

Southern Gateway:
The Second CDC Development Brief
The term “Southern Gateway” was the title given by the CDC to the
area between the A27 and the rail and bus stations when it published
a Planning Framework in April 2001. Since then many of the potential
sites have been developed. The City Gate leisure centre and housing
have replaced the Girls’ High School site. Wileys have built a new
office block. McCarthy & Stone have built Brampton Court. The
Customs House has been restored for housing and new homes built
east of the canal basin.

John Templeton

Introduce a
friend to the
Society !
Please give the
enclosed membership brochure to a
friend, but put your
name and address
on it first.
If your friend joins,
your name will go into
a draw with three
prizes of a bottle of
wine each.
P.S. Increase your
chances! Phone 538585 if
you need more brochures
6

Bus Station at front and Bus Depot beyond

Just Three Major Sites
The current Brief covers only three remaining sites: the bus garage,
the bus station and the railway station’s northern forecourt. No
mention is made of the Post Office sorting depot which, if re-sited,
would offer exciting development potential, preferably including a
repositioning of Basin Road away from the Basin. This would allow a
canal-side walkway behind which there could be restaurants, retailing
and other facilities for visitors. No mention is made of Osborne’s
offices on the southern side of the basin. However, there is no sign of
Osborne’s early departure to allow a residential and leisure development to be put in its place. Also it would have been useful to have a
mention of the proposed pedestrian bridge over the head of the Canal
Basin.

Bus/Rail Interchange
The Brief’s recommendations include the expected bus/rail inter(Continued on page 7)
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(Continued from page 6)

change in the railThe main factor
way station norththat could delay
ern forecourt.
any development
Small retail and
is reaching agreeoffices are recomment with Stagemended for the
coach who have
existing bus staabout 50 years
tion. The bus deremaining on their
pot and car park
leases from the
are seen as offerCDC for the bus
ing scope for
depot and bus stahousing, possibly
tion. Stagecoach
some offices and
will need to find a
also a Youth Hosnew site to garage
Time to go: Chichester’s not so welcoming bus gateway
tel. As with the
their buses.
North East Chichester brief, design principles are
set out. These include a requirement for high quality
To Be Supported
development and a high standard of design and of
materials to be incorporated. A limit of three storeys Summing up, the Brief focuses on the public sector
is put in the Brief on any new development but it
sites and its plans for these can be supported by the
states four storeys may be permitted on the bus de- Society.
pot and nearby car park sites if set back from the
front of the building. The Brief envisages improving pedestrian access from South street to the new
Tony Dignum
bus/rail interchange and onwards to the Canal basin.
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A Vision for Portfield
An Unworthy Area
The Portfield shopping centre is unworthy of Chichester.
The buildings are undistinguished, the area totally
unplanned. Individual shops stand in acres of car park.
Getting from one to another often means getting into a car
and braving a maze of roads and roundabouts. There is no
convenient access
to the old town
without again getting into a car.
Amazingly there is
no mention of the
site in the major
strategic planning
exercise currently
being undertaken the Local Development Framework.
Over the last 25
years Chichester
has changed radically as two outof-town shopping
sites (Portfield and
T esco)
have
sprung up in addition to the historic
centre. The centres
have their own
specialities – food,
ha r dwar e
a nd
white goods mean a trip to Portfield. Banking, fashion and
restaurants, one to the historic centre. (This article does
not consider Tesco). Portfield has grown up apparently in
an almost totally unplanned ad hoc fashion. The site is
divided by two major roads, the stores dotted around more
or less at random. Their individual design quality is not
good. Further development seems likely: more stores to
the north of Homebase and a park and ride facility.

We Need a Plan

to last 20 or 30 years. Many of them are already over ten
years old so reconstruction, while not immediate, will
certainly take place before long. The master plan will
resite the existing shops when their working life is done
and ensure they are rebuilt in a coherent style. With landscaping and tree planting Portfield can be transformed into
a civilised retail park with a car free central area. Park and
ride is already being considered for
commuters
and
simply needs integration into the
retail scheme.

Linking
the City
Park and Ride
would enable people to drive to
Portfield and do
their supermarket
shopping before
hopping onto the
town centre bus
and spending time
in the old City.
There they could
do further shopping, have lunch,
visit the bank, or
buy a book before
returning. A free bus could shuttle to and fro down St Pancras in less than fifteen minutes for the round trip. Two
buses would provide an excellent service. Tesco already
does it, so the idea is clearly feasible.
Producing the master plan is the responsibility of the District Council which is the local planning authority. Here’s
a wonderful opportunity for the Council to be proactive
and try and enable a real improvement in the town plan of
Chichester at relatively little expense.

What is desperately needed is a strategic plan for this Landscaping the A27
area. The aim should be the development of a well
As a final touch the A27 between Tangmere and
designed retail park where people can stroll from store
to store in a pleasant environment. There should also Chichester should be landscaped to provide an
attractive entrance to the city from the east. Burybe a frequent bus linking it to the historic centre.

8

The key to this vision is the closure of Portfield Way
which links the A27 to St Pancras. With this short
stretch of busy road closed a large part of the site can be
unified. Traffic from the A27 would enter Chichester via
the old bypass and Westhampnett Road, two sides of a
triangle rather than one, but very little further in a car.

ing the electricity cables and planting trees would
make a real difference. The A27 to the west of Chichester was excellently landscaped when the new road
was built – the redevelopment of Portfield should be
the trigger for similar work to the east. This would
not be the responsibility of the District but of the

The existing stores are relatively cheap buildings designed

(Continued on page 9)
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(Continued from page 8)

County – which further emphasises the need for a Portfield master
plan to be integrated into the Local Development Framework. City,
District and County need to work together. With a bit of commitment
and energy an un-planned and unattractive part of Chichester can be
converted into something much more attractive and practical. At the
same time the eastern gateway can be greatly enhanced. Come on
District Planners - take the lead and come up with a scheme worthy
of Chichester!

Michael Woolley

Not-so-Attractive Scenes from our Eastern Gateway

Boring “sheds” on the western side

No to East Street
closure from Eastgate!
The County Council is proposing closing East Street to traffic now entering
from Eastgate. Traffic will still leave
East Street into Eastgate so delivery
and other vehicles will go out that way.
The purpose of the proposal appears to
be to make the eastern end of East
Street easier for pedestrians, although
that part will not be pedestrianised yet.
The major problem with this scheme is
that traffic into East Street would have
to go down the historic, residential and
unspoilt St.John's Street from Market
Avenue or down East Walls, now
closed. This to many will be unacceptable and the idea of damaging good
residential roads in the cause of
"improving East Street" and allowing
traffic to continue along Little London
to reach the car park is ridiculous.
During the period of the experimental
order, once it is in place, objections
and recommendations can be made.
Later, the County’s Local Committee
will make recommendations on all
other aspects of the gyratory system at
Eastgate. We will be continuing to
protest against this unnecessary and
unwelcome change.
David Laing

THE CHICHESTER
SHIP CANAL
COME & ENJOY A DAY OUT!
Angling, Canoeing, Hire Rowboating,
12 & 50-seater Tripboats, Walking,
Wildlife and Refreshments.

Portfield Way bisecting the retail area

Charter one of our trip boats for
lunches, dinners, buffets, parties and
corporate hospitality.
For information about activities on
the Canal, phone Chichester Canal
Trading Limited on 01243 771363
SPECIAL EVENTS
Saturday 1st July
Walk the Portmouth and Arundel
Navigation from Barnham to Ford
Starts 10am at Barnham Court Farm, Church
Lane, Barnham

Saturday 8th July
The Mikron Theatre Company presents a new play Mrs. Brunel
Tickets from the Canal Basin or (with SAE)
from Linda Wilkinson, 1 Chidham Lane,
Chidham, Chichester PO18 8TL

A visitor’s first view of the City: the eastern section of the retail area
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Both events are organised by the Chichester Ship Canal
Trust Registered Charity No. 1094873
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A Chichester Garden
Viewed by Trudi Harrison
around the perimeter. He is also now planting trees
Spring is finally here! I thought it would never
and allowing natural plants like blackberries to add
come, but the old saying goes “ A late spring is a
great blessing.” Finally we can all look forward to a to the defences in two rows; these should help keep
out these unwanted
great and much
guests. He has also
needed summer
discovered that the
and, thanks to
deer and rabbits
Portsmouth Water,
tend not to strip
no hosepipe ban.
hazel trees. It’s
nice to see people
I had a lovely visit
that propagate
down to Tony
seeds and grow
Dignum’s garden.
cuttings. In an age
What a charming
of instant gardenspace. As you go
ing, I had begun to
up the drive you
think it was a lost
are greeted by
art. In Tony’s
apple trees which
greenhouse are two
at the time of my
dozen trays of
visit were in full
seedlings awaiting
bloom, and a
their
debut
into
the
borders.
Outside
the greenhouse
lovely ornamental cherry with clouds of white
some raised vegetable beds allow the flavour of
blossom cascading across the sky like a cloud.The
freshly grown produce to be enjoyed.
garden is divided into three spaces. The front
garden cleverly hides a Klargester treatment plant
When the Dignums arrived at Highgate House
cover with well chosen shrubs on raised beds.
when it was completed in 2000 they took the
Amongst them my favourite callistemon, the
trouble to import some good top soil into the
bottle-brush bush, a superb choice for the great
climate and light levels in the Chichester area. The grounds. Tony keeps its acidity levels up around the
azaleas and other
back garden has a
acid-loving plants
great play area for
by spreading pine
the grand-children,
needle
leaves
a formal herb
around
as a mulch.
garden, and a vista
However, for other
that leads the eye
areas of his garden
down to a raised
his large volumes
platform that
of home-produced
overlooks adjacent
compost lack
fields. It is full of
nitrogen, as he uses
azaleas and other
a mulching mower
acid loving plants
rather than a
like pieris: a real
collecting box. The
treat to see in May.
lack of a grass
The best surprise is
component in his
a lovely little secret
compost seems to
rock garden hidden
have caused a
away from view.
problem with
plants like Viburnum tinus turning yellow and
Tony used to get visits from deer and rabbits but he
has installed rabbit proof fencing the whole way
10

(Continued on page 11)
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nutrients are no longer
(Continued from page 10)
dying back. Also the
in place. The
yellowing leaves are
fruit trees planted
the classic sign of a
some six years ago
seem stunted. At first I
low nitrogen content,
though Tony’s plants
was concerned that
may benefit from some
maybe some terrible
fungus was active
iron and manganese
too. The shortage of
within the garden,
nutrients is allowing
randomly attacking
trees and shrubs. I took
some of the plants to
weaken and therefore
a few samples home to
examine and soon
become vulnerable to
realised that the plants
attack from virus,
in question prefer a
fungi and pests.
neutral to slightly acid
However the problem
soil. The problem is that maybe the pH in the soil is is easily resolved with a good all– round fertiliser
so low (i.e. acidic) that important trace elements and like “Growmore” initially, then regular dressings of

Update on Gravel
On the 27th March, West Sussex County Council
convened a meeting for interested parties from amenity
societies like ourselves to local parish councils, to set out
the latest plans for gravel pit development. The major
surprise was that all the development planning has been
put back for two or three years because the government
has issued directives which mean that more priority is to
be put on waste disposal and housing. Because of limited
resources at WSCC the current minerals plan will have to
make do until 2010. This is a mixed blessing, as it does
not stop gravel extraction. The current plan for extraction
will remain in force by default.
There are both good and bad points in putting off
decisions. On the plus side, gravel extraction has been
declining over the last few years, probably as a result of
less road building. When a new plan is finally required,
new, perhaps lower targets will be set by the government
so that fewer sites have to be allocated. By this time also,
there may be a decision on the setting up of a National
Park. Sand and gravel quotas would then be split between
those parts of West Sussex inside and outside the Park
boundaries. Any forward planning now would therefore
need to be revised substantially.

New government guidelines also involve a rolling plan
with upgrades year by year. The meeting was not happy
about the implication that the ‘goalposts’ may be regularly
moved, nor with the implication that volunteer parish
councils would be involved in a never-ending round of
consultations.
The possibility of obtaining more gravel from offshore
dredging was raised. This would of course be subject to a
study of any additional effect on coastal erosion.
However, even then, gravel dredged off the Sussex coast
and landed in Sussex does not count as Sussex gravel. The
government sets a quota for West Sussex additional to the
offshore quota. There may be scope for using more
recycled material. Much of the hardcore obtained by the
demolition of Shippams’ factory was crushed on site and
would be usable for many of the purposes for which
gravel traditionally has been used.

It was thought likely that Tarmac would shortly want to
open up a site at the northern end of Hunters Race, a site
already approved in the County Plan, and possibly extend
development to nearby sites along West Stoke Road, also
approved already. The terms of approval imply that gravel
processing can be carried out on site. Given the scale of
On the minus side, existing sites (both active and allocated processing these days, any proposals need watching but
for the future) in the old plan will be used for the next few outright appeals against the use of sites already in the
years, irrespective of changes in local conditions since the County Minerals Plan are unlikely to succeed.
plan was published. Since, by and large, these are well
It is also likely that the development would require a new
spread across our area, there is no incentive to develop
bridge over Centurion Way to connect with a roundabout
special access (for example, a light railway) to serve a
or at least an improved junction with the Lavant Road. We
group of sites, and all extracted material will continue to
would want to put pressure on to minimise lorry
be taken out by lorry. Further into the future, if these iden- movements, especially at busy times. Moreover, it is clear
tified sites become exhausted, then gravel companies will that a great number of lorries might be routed via the City
pick on their most convenient site and appeal against any which the Society would strongly oppose.
refusal. Such new pits are likely to be sited to suit them
and not the local community.

David Wilson
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Looking Back: Further Reminiscences by Jane Carpenter
So many changes in Chichester have taken place over the last
four decades; it's really quite difficult to remember things as
they were.
Some changes amount to out and out vandalism: the destruction
of Somerstown for instance. Had the lovely small Georgian
houses not been bulldozed but given "facelifts", the area would
doubtless be one of the choicest in Chichester. The characterless blocks of flat-topped houses which replaced them may be
functional, but they will never enhance the beauty of the
immediate approach to the city.
The Royal West Sussex hospital was among the first to receive
seriously wounded servicemen, it being rather safer than
Portsmouth. During the summer months, patients deemed well
enough to be allowed outside were helped to the garden in front
of the Hospital. They sat in the shade of the trees with the scent
of the wisteria which covered the front of the building (and
happily still does) making a welcome change from the smell of
the antiseptic wards. Recovering service personnel were
dressed, for some unaccountable reason, in royal-blue jackets
and trousers, white shirts and bright red ties. Surely they had
suffered enough?
When the posh new building of St.Richard's hospital was
completed some years ago, the late and much missed Peter
Parish and dear Mr. Alf Delves from Hambrook -who had
probably forgotten more about plants and gardening than most
of us will ever know - decided to take cuttings of the wisteria

on the now redundant RWSH building, nurture them and plant
them at St Richard's - a charming thought.
It seems impossible that in Chapel Street, where a trim row of
small houses now stand, there was, until the late 1940's, an
abattoir. The demise of that facility was regarded as no great
loss!
There are now only two shops in the city where it is possible to
buy fabric, wool and haberdashery; at one time however, there
were both drapers and wool shops in profusion. The one
probably still best remembered was Geerings in North Street
where Robert Dyas and Between the Lines now trade. Geerings
sported a wonderful device for taking cash and returning change.
The bill for the amount and the cash tendered would be put into a
small wooden pot which was then attached to an overhead rail.
The assistant pulled a handle and the little pot sped across the
shop to a cashier who sat in a small, raised, glass-fronted cubby
hole. The bill and its carbon copy would be separated and if
change was necessary, it and the bill, now stamped, would come
whizzing back to the assistant. If the change amounted to no
more than a farthing (yes, really) it might come in the form of
some pins, rather despised by picky customers as they rusted
easily. I would willingly have sacrificed a whole week’s pocketmoney for a chance to pull the handle.
Visit our new
website. See page
3 for details
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Neither the Editorial Sub-Committee nor the
Society necessarily subscribe to the views expressed by our contributors, but we believe that all
shades of opinion should be expressed in this
newsletter. The Editorial Sub-Committee reserves
the right to edit as necessary any submitted articles and letters.
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